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Social Entrepreneurs 2022-06-09 social entrepreneurs mobilisers of social

change works to fill a gap in research literature exploring the notion of

social entrepreneurs their role facets and implications to address the

social problems

Grief Counseling Homework Planner, (with Download) 2017-04-17 help

bereaved clients deal with and work through a difficult time in their lives

grief counseling homework planner provides you with an array of ready to

use between session assignments designed to help clients better

understand their grief and the grieving process this easy to use

sourcebook features 63 ready to copy exercises covering the most

common issues encountered in grief therapy a quick reference format the

interactive assignments are organized around the most typical stages of

the grieving process expert guidance on how and when to make the most

efficient use of the exercises homework that enables clients to work

through the issues surrounding their loss through reflective thought

personal management problem resolution and self healing access to

download of all assignments in the book allowing you to customize them

to suit you and your clients unique styles and needs

The Foundation Directory 2006-03 the premier guide to america s top

funders the new edition features key facts on the top 10 000 u s

foundations by total giving indexed by name types of support subject field

state key officials for ease of access over 1 100 entries new to this edition

are also indexed enhanced with more than 50 000 sample grants the
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directory provides valuable insight into foundation giving priorities

Foundation Grants to Individuals 2003-05 this resource book explores

international law sources relevant to the use of force and the general

responsibility of law enforcement authorities for the use of force it

discusses a number of instruments of force including firearms and the

conditions under which these should be used it further examines the

possible use of force in a number of specific policing situations finally it

also outlines good practices for accountability in the use of force and

firearms by law enforcement officials

Foundation Grants to Individuals 2003 what is the sumter gambit it s the

concerted effort by the left to push the most extreme policies and

ideologies into american public life while simultaneously labeling any

opposition to their overreach as treason while this strategy has been

developed for decades only since the trump years has it become their

central organizing principle and indeed the only governing strategy of the

democratic party critical race theory in schools extreme gun control and

abortion laws covid lockdowns and mandates and all that is just the

beginning the purpose of it all is to push non leftist americans into an

impossible corner where they are forced to choose between giving up

their liberty and their most dearly held principles going to jail or fighting

back when the last becomes the only choice the left plans to unleash the

entire might of the military industrial complex to defeat and destroy any

vestiges of dissent they ll have to do it they ll say to protect us from an
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insurrection at that point we will have the civil war that they have wanted

and planned for since at least the 1960s the sumter gambit is a brisk

primer on the primary differences between the two camps in america

today and the ways in which americans can and must act now to

preserve our nation we must strengthen the country against its internal

enemies who want to silence their opposition and impose upon us a

radical leftist ideology that is in the process of transforming america into a

land no one would ever dream of calling the land of the free or the home

of the brave there is no doubt that america is suffering from grave crises

today here the noted political analyst islam expert and historian robert

spencer shows just how severe those crises are and points the way back

from the brink of civil war to political societal and cultural sanity

Foundation Directory 2005 Supplement: 2005-09 by 2025 americans will

likely be donating over half a trillion dollars annually to nonprofit

organizations those philanthropic gifts will transform significant parts of

america s civic sector landscape philanthropy is entering an era of

unprecedented growth and innovation established foundations such as

ford and rockefeller are doubling down on programs tackling long

simmering problems including global inequality less than stellar education

and uneven access to health care many foundations are engaging in

advocacy on controversial issues exploring venture philanthropy solutions

and experimenting with impact investing and philanthropists such as bill

gates warren buffett new york s high profile financiers and silicon valley s
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billionaires are planning to put their wealth to work as never before mark

zuckerberg and priscilla chan recently pledged to donate 99 percent of

their facebook shares during their lifetimes and nearly 150 others have

signed the giving pledge to increase dramatically their giving while living

in putting wealth to work joel l fleishman provides expert analysis of

contemporary philanthropy offering invaluable insight for those engaging

with and affected by charitable foundations this is the fascinating and

definitive account of philanthropy today and an indispensable guide to

understanding its inner workings impact and expansive potential

Resource Book on the Use of Force and Firearms in Law Enforcement

2018-01-17 do you only have a week to spare for those of us who are

time poor but who want to seize the moment either on our own boat or on

a charter it s reassuring to know that there are plenty of cruising hubs

from where we can enjoy some of the best of the region in only a few

days imray pocket pilots are a new series of affordable pdf books

companions to the yachting monthly series a week afloat they visit some

ideal destinations and suggest a one week itinerary and include expanded

sailing directions for cruising each area based on printed imray pilot

books familiar imray chartlets cover marina detail and approaches and

photos add both information and colour to the downloads this imray

pocket pilot covers the ionian greece

The Sumter Gambit 2023-01-25 in this profoundly polarized era the nation

has been transfixed on the politics of washington and its seemingly
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impenetrable gridlock many of the decisions that truly affect people s lives

however are being made not on the federal level but in the states faced

with washington s political standoff state governments are taking action on

numerous vital issues often impacting citizens and their communities far

more than the decision makers in d c despite this few americans really

understand their state governments or the issues they address in fighting

political gridlock david toscano reveals how the states are working around

the impasse in washington and how their work is increasingly shaping

society long a central figure in one of the most important legislative

bodies in the nation the virginia house of delegates toscano brings a

unique expertise to this urgent and timely discussion beginning with an

analysis of state responses to covid 19 including the processes and

consequences of declaring states of emergency he goes on to detail how

various states are attacking issues in different ways from education and

voting to criminal justice and climate change and provides a broad

overview of how state actions affect our system of federalism toscano

concludes with a call to action and civic engagement including

suggestions for how citizens and public officials can revitalize american

democracy

The Foundation Directory 2005 2005-03 most americans had no idea

what common core was in 2013 according to polls but it had been

creeping into schools nationwide over the previous three years and

children were feeling its effects they cried over math homework so
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mystifying their parents could not help them even in elementary school

they read motley assortments of informational text instead of classic

literature they dreaded the high stakes tests in unfamiliar formats that

were increasingly controlling their classrooms how did this latest and most

sweeping reform of american education come in mostly under the radar

joy pullmann started tugging on a thread of reports from worried parents

and frustrated teachers and it led to a big tangle of history and politics

intrigue and arrogance she unwound it to discover how a cabal of private

foundation honchos and unelected public officials cooked up a set of rules

for what american children must learn in core k 12 classes and how the

obama administration pressured states to adopt them thus a federalized

education scheme took root despite legal prohibitions against federal

involvement in curriculum common core and its testing regime were

touted as an absolute game changer in public education yet the evidence

so far suggests that kids are actually learning less under it why then was

such a costly and disruptive agenda imposed on the nation s schools who

benefits and how can citizens regain local self governance in education

so their children s minds will be fed a more nourishing intellectual diet and

be protected from the experiments of emboldened bureaucrats the

education invasion offers answers and remedies

Foundation Directory Supplement 2004-09 as the incomes of affluent and

poor families have diverged over the past three decades so too has the

educational performance of their children but how exactly do the forces of
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rising inequality affect the educational attainment and life chances of low

income children in whither opportunity a distinguished team of economists

sociologists and experts in social and education policy examines the

corrosive effects of unequal family resources disadvantaged

neighborhoods insecure labor markets and worsening school conditions

on k 12 education this groundbreaking book illuminates the ways rising

inequality is undermining one of the most important goals of public

education the ability of schools to provide children with an equal chance

at academic and economic success the most ambitious study of

educational inequality to date whither opportunity analyzes how social and

economic conditions surrounding schools affect school performance and

children s educational achievement the book shows that from earliest

childhood parental investments in children s learning affect reading math

and other attainments later in life contributor meredith phillip finds that

between birth and age six wealthier children will have spent as many as 1

300 more hours than poor children on child enrichment activities such as

music lessons travel and summer camp greg duncan george farkas and

katherine magnuson demonstrate that a child from a poor family is two to

four times as likely as a child from an affluent family to have classmates

with low skills and behavior problems attributes which have a negative

effect on the learning of their fellow students as a result of such

disparities contributor sean reardon finds that the gap between rich and

poor children s math and reading achievement scores is now much larger
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than it was fifty years ago and such income based gaps persist across

the school years as martha bailey and sue dynarski document in their

chapter on the growing income based gap in college completion whither

opportunity also reveals the profound impact of environmental factors on

children s educational progress and schools functioning elizabeth ananat

anna gassman pines and christina gibson davis show that local job losses

such as those caused by plant closings can lower the test scores of

students with low socioeconomic status even students whose parents

have not lost their jobs they find that community wide stress is most likely

the culprit analyzing the math achievement of elementary school children

stephen raudenbush marshall jean and emily art find that students learn

less if they attend schools with high student turnover during the school

year a common occurrence in poor schools and david kirk and robert

sampson show that teacher commitment parental involvement and student

achievement in schools in high crime neighborhoods all tend to be low for

generations of americans public education provided the springboard to

upward mobility this pioneering volume casts a stark light on the ways

rising inequality may now be compromising schools functioning and with it

the promise of equal opportunity in america

Putting Wealth to Work 2017-09-26 no topic is more polarizing than guns

and gun control from a gun culture that took root early in american history

to the mass shootings that repeatedly bring the public discussion of gun

control to a fever pitch the topic has preoccupied citizens public officials
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and special interest groups for decades the gun debate what everyone

needs to know delves into the issues that americans debate when they

talk about guns with a balanced and broad ranging approach noted

economist philip j cook and political scientist kristin a goss thoroughly

cover the latest research data and developments on gun ownership gun

violence the firearms industry and the regulation of firearms the authors

also tackle sensitive issues such as the effectiveness of gun control the

connection between mental illness and violent crime the question of

whether more guns make us safer and ways that video games and the

media might contribute to gun violence no discussion of guns in the u s

would be complete without consideration of the history culture and politics

that drive the passion behind the debate cook and goss deftly explore the

origins of the american gun culture and the makeup of both the gun rights

and gun control movements written in question and answer format this

updated edition brings the debate up to date for the current political

climate under trump and will help readers make sense of the ideologically

driven statistics and slogans that characterize our national conversation

on firearms this book is a must read for anyone interested in getting a

clear view of the issues surrounding guns and gun policy in america

Arctic and Northern Waters 2020-01-05 corporations donate billions of

dollars every year to help nonprofit organizations this directory provides

the most current information available in print on over 4 100 corporate

donors you ll find background on the sponsoring company including plant
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office division and subsidiary locations names of corporate officers

financial data and forbes and fortune ratings get the latest facts on

america s leading corporate funders with the national directory of

corporate giving new 11th edition

Fighting Political Gridlock 2021-09-07 this book presents the most

comprehensive mapping and analysis of women s football in oceania and

is the first to examine the game s historical development alongside social

political and cultural issues weaving origin stories with players day to day

challenges alongside presentation of the contemporary state of play and

its overarching narrative of women s game in the region the book

highlights key issues discusses established and emergent themes

examines relevant contexts investigates the status of the game at local

and national levels and lays foundations for further research its primary

objective is to detail and illustrate the historical social and organisational

development of the women s game including international tournaments

national competitions and teams in an effort to amplify the efforts of the

individuals that made or make a significant contribution to the game it

draws on extensive formal and informal discussion realises insight

proposes the means and related fields of further investigation and

generates new knowledge alongside the uncovering of old women s

football in oceania covers key events actors and moments and fills a gap

in research for scholars of sports history and women s history

The Education Invasion 2017-03-14 this coursebook offers an exciting new
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approach to teaching criminal law to graduate and undergraduate

students and indeed to the general public each well organized and

student friendly chapter offers historical context tells the story of a

principal historic case provides a modern case that contrasts with the

historic explains the legal issue at the heart of both cases includes a

unique mapping feature describing the range of positions on the issue

among the states today examines a key policy question on the topic and

provides an aftermath that reports the final chapter to the historic and

modern case stories by embedding sophisticated legal doctrine and

analysis in real world storytelling the book provides a uniquely effective

approach to teaching american criminal law in programs on criminal

justice political science public policy history philosophy and a range of

other fields

Whither Opportunity? 2011-09-01 this second edition of information

services today an introduction demonstrates the ever changing landscape

of information services today and the need to re evaluate curriculum

competency training and one s personal learning network in order to stay

abreast of current trends and issues and more significantly remain

competent to address the changing user needs of the information

community specifically the book provides a thorough introduction history

and overall state of the field gives a diverse and global perspective of

what it means to be a library and information professional today

addresses why information organizations and information and
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technological literacy are more important today than ever before

discusses how technology has influenced the ways that information

professionals provide information resources and services in today s digital

environment highlights current issues and trends and provides expert

insight into emerging challenges innovations and opportunities for the

future and identifies career management strategies and leadership

opportunities in the information profession the new edition features

chapter updates to address changes in information services introducing

new topics such as strategic planning change management design

thinking advocacy and data management and analysis and includes new

contributing authors the book begins with an overview of libraries and

their transformation as information and technological hubs within their

local and digital communities it covers the various specializations within

the field emphasizing the exciting yet complex roles and opportunities for

information professionals in a variety of information environments with that

foundation in place it presents the fundamentals of information services

delves into management skills needed by information professionals today

and explores emerging issues related to the rapid development of new

technologies the book addresses how libraries and information centers

serve different kinds of communities highlighting the unique needs of

increasingly diverse users and how information organizations and

information professional s work to fulfill those needs this book provokes

discussion critical thinking and interaction to facilitate the learning process
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the content and supplemental materials discussion questions rich sets of

online accessible materials multimedia webcast interviews featuring

authors from this book discussing the trends and issues in their respective

areas and chapter presentation slides for use by instructors give readers

the opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of and engagement

with the topics additionally this book recognizes the broad range of

environments that people with master of library and information science

mlis degrees work in which include both libraries and other information

environments thus this book does not only focus on libraries but instead

encompasses all kinds of information organizations

The Gun Debate 2020 what do you do when a life storm hits life storms

such as divorce job loss illness financial problems empty nest midlife

crisis family fractures etc create a world of chaos and confusion and often

lead to quiet isolation depending on the nature of the challenge in more

ordinary situations someone may feel stuck in a life rut and seek the

courage to pursue a new hobby interest or job and they need confidence

building tools just as a literal storm wreaks havoc in our lives life reality

storms can cause emotional physical spiritual and mental challenges

people often won t talk about them and can retreat into unhealthy

isolation at best or at worse dive into dangerous self medicating behaviors

or suicidal tendencies in the winds of change julie shannon shares her

own story of reframing life as well as real life stories of many others who

overcame the unexpected and who and what encouraged them in their
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journey practical definitive steps will be learned to successfully move

through life realities and into a confident and abundant life

National Directory of Corporate Giving 2008-08 the book provides a pre

settlement historical account of the cocos keeling islands and christmas

island in their indian ocean context the project began as a search for

clues to locations of two 18th century dutch shipwrecks and was

expanded into a general account of the early island histories and

associated mythological indian ocean islands and creatures

Women’s Football in Oceania 2023-07-12 redesigning liberal education

requires both pragmatic approaches to discover what works and radical

visions of what is possible the future of liberal education in the united

states in its current form is fraught but full of possibility today s institutions

are struggling to maintain viability sustain revenue and assert value in the

face of rising costs but we should not abandon the model of pragmatic

liberal learning that has made america s colleges and universities the

envy of the world instead redesigning liberal education argues we owe it

to students to reform liberal education in ways that put broad and

measurable student learning as the highest priority written by experts in

higher education the book is organized into two sections the first section

focuses on innovations at 13 institutions brown university college of the

holy cross connecticut college elon university florida international

university george mason university georgetown university lasell college

northeastern university rollins college smith college susquehanna
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university and the university of wisconsin green bay chapters about these

institutions consider the vast spectrum of opportunities and challenges

currently faced by students faculty staff and administrators while also

offering radical visions of the future of liberal education in the united

states accompanying vision chapters written by some of the foremost

leaders in higher education touch on a wide array of subjects and themes

from artificial intelligence and machines to the role that human

dispositions mindsets resilience and time play in how we guide students

to ideas for bringing playful concepts of creativity and openness into our

work ultimately redesigning liberal education reveals how humanizing

forces including critical thinking collaboration cross cultural competencies

resilience and empathy can help drive our world this uplifting collection is

a celebration of the innovative work being done to achieve the promise of

a valuable engaging and practical undergraduate liberal education isis

artze vega denise s bartell randy bass john bodinger de uriarte laurie ann

britt smith jacquelyn dively brown phillip m carter nancy l chick michael j

daley maggie debelius janelle papay decato peter felten ashley finley

dennis a frey jr chris w gallagher evan a gatti lisa gring pemble kristína

moss gudrún gunnarsdóttir anthony hatcher toni strollo holbrook derek

lackaff leo lambert kristin lange sherry lee linkon anne m magro maud s

mandel jessica metzler borjana mikic william moner phillip motley matthew

pavesich uta g poiger rebecca pope ruark michael reder michael s roth

emily russell heather russell ann schenk michael shanks susan rundell
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singer andrea a sinn christina smith allison k staudinger william m sullivan

connie svabo meredith twombly betsy verhoeven david j voelker scott

windham mary c wright catherine zeek

American Criminal Law 2022-08-12 focusing on the electronic media

television radio and the internet audience economics bridges a substantial

gap in the literature by providing an integrated framework for

understanding the various businesses involved in generating and selling

audiences to advertisers philip m napoli presents original research in

order to answer several key questions how are audiences manufactured

valued and sold how do advertisers and media firms predict the behavior

of audiences how has the process of measuring audiences evolved over

time how and why do advertisers assign different values to segments of

the media audience how does audience economics shape media content

examining the relationship between the four principal actors in the

audience marketplace advertisers media firms consumers and audience

measurement firms napoli explains the ways in which they interact with

and mutually depend on each other he also analyzes recent

developments such as the introduction of local people meters by nielsen

media research and the establishment and evolution of audience

measurement systems for the internet a valuable resource for academics

students policymakers and media professionals audience economics

keeps pace with the rapid changes in media and audience measurement

technologies in order to provide a thorough understanding of the unique
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dynamics of the audience marketplace today

Information Services Today 2018-03-02 available online pub norden org

temanord2022 514 the study identifies and elaborates options for the

basic financial set up and approaches to resource mobilisation and

delivery that ensure an effective national and international operation and

implementation of a global agreement on plastic pollution four key

messages stand out 1 the transition to a more circular global plastics

economyprovides significant environmental economic and social

opportunities 2 the current availability mobilisation and provision of public

and private financial resources is overall insufficient 3 substantial

contributions from business actors in the global plastics economy are

needed to mobilise and provide sufficient financial resources 4 an

effective global agreement on plastic pollution can establish a legislative

framework that stimulates necessary investments and that assists

countries in mobilising and delivering financial resources

Guide to U.S. Foundations, Their Trustees, Officers, and Donors 1993

kids in danger are treated instrumentally to promote the rehabilitation of

their parents the welfare of their communities and the social justice of

their race and tribe all with the inevitable result that their most precious

developmental years are lost in bureaucratic and judicial red tape it is

time to stop letting efforts to fix the child welfare system get derailed by

activists who are concerned with race matching blood ties and the

abstract demands of social justice and start asking the most important
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question where are the emotionally and financially stable loving and

permanent homes where these kids can thrive naomi riley s book reveals

the extent to which abused and abandoned children are often injured by

their government rescuers it is a must read for those seeking solutions to

this national crisis robert l woodson sr civil rights leader and president of

the woodson center everyone interested in child welfare should grapple

with naomi riley s powerful evidence that the current system ill serves the

safety and well being of vulnerable kids walter olson senior fellow cato

institute robert a levy center for constitutional studies

The Winds of Change 2023-01-24 when you have to make a phone call

and you don t know the telephone number what do you pull out the yellow

pages when you have to look up something on the internet and you don t

know the website address what should you pull out que s official internet

yellow pages 2005 edition the only internet directory to incorporate a

rating system into its listing it provides specific traits and features for each

website listed informational blurbs with each link describe exactly what

you ll find and a foreword entitled the secrets to successful searching

provides you with background information tips and techniques on safe

searching for children and effective searching techniques this is the

ultimate guide for finding out whats what on the internet

Misadventures in Nature's Paradise 2022-12-01 a book for every teacher

s bookshelf this book gives a comprehensive overview of the tools and

apps that can be used to help turn a mediocre teaching session into an
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outstanding one cheryl hine leeds city college megan poore s updated

text is needed more than ever as social media becomes increasingly

integrated in many aspects of education i would recommend it to all

practising teachers and trainee teachers whatever their subject sue

howarth university of worcester this is an essential guide to using social

media to enhance teaching and learning in schools it combines practical

information on using all forms of social media for educational purposes

and provides indispensable advice on how to tackle issues arising from

social media use in the classroom key topics include using blogs wikis

social media networks and podcasting digital literacy and new modes of

learning digital participation cyberbullying and understanding risk online

this second edition includes reflective tasks in each chapter inviting you to

critically consider important aspects of using social media in education

expanded coverage of game based learning and mobile learning new

examples tailored for use in primary and secondary schools a website

including additional resources and handouts c this is essential reading for

anyone training to teach in schools and experienced teachers seeking to

improve their understanding of using social media for teaching in informed

and appropriate ways

Redesigning Liberal Education 2020-07-07 presented from a criminal

justice perspective cyberspace cybersecurity and cybercrime introduces

students to the interdisciplinary field of cybercrime by exploring the

theoretical practical and legal framework it operates under along with
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strategies to combat it authors janine kremling and amanda m sharp

parker provide a straightforward overview of cybercrime cyberthreats and

the vulnerabilities individuals businesses and governments face everyday

in a digital environment highlighting the latest empirical research findings

and challenges that cybercrime and cybersecurity pose for those working

in the field of criminal justice this book exposes critical issues related to

privacy terrorism hacktivism the dark web and much more focusing on the

past present and future impact of cybercrime and cybersecurity it details

how criminal justice professionals can be prepared to confront the

changing nature of cybercrime

Audience Economics 2003 an illustrated journal for meeting grief with

honesty and kindness honoring loss rather than packing it away with her

breakout book it s ok that you re not ok megan devine struck a chord with

thousands of readers through her honest validating approach to grief in

her same direct no platitudes style she now offers how to carry what can t

be fixed a journal filled with unique creative ways to open a dialogue with

grief itself being allowed to tell the truth about your grief is an incredibly

powerful act she says this journal enables you to tell your whole story

without the need to tack on a happy ending where there isn t one grief is

a natural response to death and loss it s not an illness to be cured or a

problem to be fixed this workbook contains no clichés timetables or

checklists of stages to get through it won t help you move past or put

your loss behind you instead you ll find encouragement self care
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exercises and daily tools including writing prompts to help you honor your

pain and heartbreak on the spot practices for tough situations like grocery

store trips the sleepless nights and being the awkward guest the art of

healthy distraction and self care what you can do when you worry that

moving on means letting go of love practical advice for fielding the

dreaded how are you doing question what it means to find meaning in

your loss how to hold joy and grief at the same time tear and share

resources to help you educate friends and allies the griever s bill of rights

and much more your grief like your love belongs to you no one has the

right to dictate judge or dismiss what is yours to live how to carry what

can t be fixed is a journal and everyday companion to help you enter a

conversation with your grief find your own truth and live into the life you

didn t ask for but is here nonetheless

Global agreement to prevent plastic pollution: Exploring financing needs

and opportunities 2022-02-09 what america has at stake when some

children go to school hungry and others ride in 1 000 strollers in an age

of austerity elite corporate education reformers have found new ways to

transfer the costs of raising children from the state to individual families

public schools tasked with providing education childcare job training meals

and social services to low income children struggle with cutbacks

meanwhile private schools promise to nurture the minds and personalities

of future professionals to the tune of 40 000 a year as class war reveals

this situation didn t happen by chance in the media educational success
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is framed as a consequence of parental choices and natural abilities in

truth the wealthy are ever more able to secure advantages for their

children deepening the rifts between rich and poor the longer these

divisions persist the worse the consequences drawing on erickson s own

experience as a teacher in the new york city school system class war

reveals how modern education has become the real hunger games

stealing opportunity and hope from disadvantaged children for the benefit

of the well to do

No Way to Treat a Child 2021-10-05 this handbook provides a

comprehensive overview of feminist approaches to questions of violence

justice and peace the volume argues that critical feminist thinking is

necessary to analyse core peace and conflict issues and is fundamental

to thinking about solutions to global problems and promoting peaceful

conflict transformation contributions to the volume consider questions at

the intersection of feminism gender peace justice and violence through

interdisciplinary perspectives the handbook engages with multiple

feminisms diverse policy concerns and works with diverse theoretical and

methodological contributions the volume covers the gendered nature of

five major themes methodologies and genealogies including theories

concepts histories methodologies politics power and violence including the

ways in which violence is created maintained and reproduced and the

gendered dynamics of its instantiations institutional and societal

interventions to promote peace including those by national regional and
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international organisations and civil society or informal groups bodies

bodies sexualities and health including sexual health biopolitics sexual

orientation global inequalities including climate change aid global political

economy this handbook will be of great interest to students of peace and

conflict studies security studies feminist studies gender studies

international relations and politics chapter 9 of this book is freely available

as a downloadable open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative

commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0

license

Que's Official Internet Yellow Pages, 2005 Edition 2004 the revised third

edition of the landmark guns in american society provides an authoritative

and objective survey of the history and current state of all gun related

issues and areas of debate in the united states guns in american society

an encyclopedia of history politics culture and the law is a comprehensive

and evenhanded three volume reference resource for understanding all of

the political legal and cultural factors that have swirled around gun rights

and gun control in america past and present the encyclopedia draws on a

vast array of research in criminology history law medicine politics and

social science it covers all aspects of the issue gun violence including

mass shootings in schools and other public spaces gun control arguments

and organizations gun rights arguments and organizations the firearms

industry firearms regulation legislation and court decisions gun

subcultures for example hunters and collectors leading opinion shapers on
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both sides of the gun debate technological innovations in firearm

manufacturing various types of firearms from handguns to assault

weapons and evolving public attitudes toward guns many of these entries

place the topics in both historical and cross cultural perspective

Adobe InDesign CS6パーフェクトマスター 2013-03-10 cyber norms and other

ways to regulate responsible state behavior in cyberspace is a fast

moving political and diplomatic field the academic study of these

processes is varied and interdisciplinary but much of the literature has

been organized according to discipline seeking to cross disciplinary

boundaries this timely book brings together researchers in fields ranging

from international law international relations and political science to

business studies and philosophy to explore the theme of responsible state

behavior in cyberspace divided into three parts governing cyberspace first

looks at current debates in and about international law and diplomacy in

cyberspace how does international law regulate state behaviour and what

are its limits how do cyber superpowers like china and russia shape their

foreign policy in relation to cyberspace the second focuses on power and

governance what is the role for international organisations like nato or for

substate actors like intelligence agencies how do they adapt to the

realities of cyberspace and digital conflict how does the classic balance of

power play out in cyberspace and how do different states position

themselves the third part takes a critical look at multistakeholder and

corporate diplomacy how do global tech companies shape their role as
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norm entrepreneurs in cyberspace and how do their cyber diplomatic

efforts relate to their corporate identity

Using Social Media in the Classroom 2015-11-09 highly accessible and

enjoyable for readers who love and loathe math booklist a critical read for

teachers and parents who want to improve children s mathematics

learning what s math got to do with it is an inspiring resource publishers

weekly featuring all the important advice and suggestions in the original

edition of what s math got to do with it this revised edition is now updated

with new research on the brain and mathematics that is revolutionizing

scientists understanding of learning and potential as always jo boaler

presents research findings through practical ideas that can be used in

classrooms and homes the new what s math got to do with it prepares

teachers and parents for the common core shares boaler s work on ways

to teach mathematics for a growth mindset and includes a range of advice

to inspire teachers and parents to give their students the best

mathematical experience possible

Cyberspace, Cybersecurity, and Cybercrime 2017-09-05

How to Carry What Can't Be Fixed 2021-08-10

CIO 1998-06-01

Class War 2015-09-08

Routledge Handbook of Feminist Peace Research 2021-03-11

Guns in American Society [3 volumes] 2022-12-01

Governing Cyberspace 2020-06-26
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What's Math Got to Do with It? 2015-04-28

9th Circuit Update 1999
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